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INFLUENCE

The message of the Otesha Project is simple: “You can be the

change.” To get the message out, Otesha is gearing up for

another season of bike tours.   BY BROOK LAND-MURPHY

FOCUS ON

Being the change: 
The Otesha Tour and personal influence

IN 2003, A GROUP OF TWENTY-ODD INSPIRED

and excited youth set out to bike across Canada.

Their mission statement: “Change the World.”

Equipment: an abundance of inner tubes, end-

less p.b.&j sandwiches, and heaps of hope. Over

a period of five months, this caravan of hopeful

hooligans wove their way across the country,

reaching over 12,000 youth and performing over

250 environmental education presentations aim-

ing to enable and empower participants to “be

the change.” 

The Otesha Project has expanded exponential-

ly since its maiden voyage in 2003, and now runs

a diverse range of programs designed to enable

and empower our generation to act for a sustain-

able future. It all comes down to influence: how

can we convince people that they can and do

make a difference, and help enable them to act in

a way that is congruent with that understanding?

The task is something that Otesha as an organi-

zation continues to learn about every day.

Through this article, I hope to share four of our

main learnings in this area, namely: the signifi-

cance of “walking the talk,” the need to frame

issues on a comprehensible scale, the power of

positivity, and the importance of sustained sup-

port.

Walking the Talk
As an organization, Otesha places high value on

modeling the message. In the first instance, this

helps demonstrate that the imminent “possible-

ness” of living sustainably. Further, it’s an instant

credibility-booster—people are quick to identify

inconsistencies or hypocrisy. It is difficult, if not

impossible, to avoid hypocrisy altogether; never-

theless, hypocrisy can detract from, or complete-

ly undermine, an otherwise beautiful message.

On the flip side, we have found that people

respond incredibly positively to congruency

between speech and action.

The Individual
As an organization, we have decided to focus on

those issues which may be directly addressed

through individual action; although problems

such as the demise of democracy are certainly

worthy issues, they can be over-whelming and

disempowering ones to focus on. It’s a lot easier

to incite and inspire individual action on issues

where the sum (the problem) is comprised

entirely of individual parts (actions). Further,

when speaking about such issues, we aim to
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prompt critical thought as per how (or if) partic-

ipants fit into the problem, and how they may

address that.

Sustained Support
We often characterize the Otesha mindset—“I

can and do change the world, so I’m going to

take action”—as jam. We aim to spread this jam

on two main groups: the Team Members who

develop and deliver Otesha programming, and

the Participants who receive the programming. 

Otesha’s ‘jam’ undoubtedly has the strongest

and longest impacts on the tour’s Team

Members. In large part, this is a factor of expo-

sure: their involvement with the project spans

several months, during which they have contin-

uous access to the mentorship and support from

the Tour Co-ordinators, Project Co-ordinators,

and other Team Members. Further, there is no

doubt the process of delivering the ‘jam’ every

day for two months straight to Participants is

conducive to internalizing the same.

No matter who the designated recipient of the

jam is, or how much exposure they’ve had to its

sticky goodness, a key to long-term influence is

sustained support. 

To this end, we have developed a couple of

ingredients that may serve as ‘preservatives’ in

the jam. One such ingredient is the newly com-

pleted Otesha Book. This out-of-the-box publica-

tion takes an in-depth look at the issues touched

upon in the jam, and contains follow-up recipes

for the same. In addition, the BC Tour will be

publishing a youth-run, youth-directed ‘zine to

connect participants and action planners across

the province. Otesha will also provide communi-

ty mentors for each of the student-led action

plans we help develop in the communities we

visit.

Team Members also need preserving agents

in their jam. The project’s long-term influence

on the 2003 Team Members, for instance, has

been greatly enhanced by our continued rela-

tionships with each other, and by our continued

involvement in the Project. An astonishing num-

ber of the 2003 Team Members remain actively

involved in the Project; for instance, eighteen

Team Members submitted pieces for the Otesha

Book and 23 Members served as editors of the
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OTESHA TOUR 2003

Number of kilometers travelled: 8,866

Number of kids who have run recycling

relays helped by Otesha aliens: 2,917

Number of postcards received from

Participants telling us about the world-

changing actions they’re now taking: 458

Number of peanut butter and jam

sandwiches consumed by Team Members

to date: 97,000

Number of sustainability-focused,

student-led action plans facilitated by the

Team: 27

Overall impact: immeasurable!



same. Such involvement helps keep the

Project, its mandate, and the jam fresh

on our palate. This process has also been

supported by our post-tour relationships

with each other. I personally have found

my interactions with the 2003 Team

Members to be an invaluable source of

focus, insight, and support as I sort out

my own ‘mission statement’ and find

ways to live which accord with that. 

Positivity
My favourite flavour in the Otesha jam

cupboard is the under-utilized, highly

utile ‘fun factor.’ Some parts of our mes-

sage can be a bit hard to swallow. In par-

ticular, it’s not particularly easy or enjoy-

able to think the scale of the current environ-

mental and social crises, and how we factor into

those. But we have found that people can move

past the bad news, and get excited about Otesha’s

message in its entirety when its ‘packaged’ with

love and joy. In my experience, people respond to

and are drawn to positive energy. A group of

twenty kids hopping around the stage, inviting

people to re-create ‘mother culture,’ to live and to

let the planet live, makes the message immedi-

ately digestible and attractive. 

One “fun-infusing” tool we have used to this

end is sustainability joyrides. For these, we invite

the community out for a city scavenger hunt—à
la sustainability. Each team of cyclists receives a

top-secret list of tasks they must complete in

order to fulfill their mission. These may include

such things as hopping on a public bus to sing a

song thanking its passengers for saving mother

earth’s lungs, or finding your local bike co-op

and learn how to fix a flat. I love seeing the teams

trickle back in to the joyride headquarters, faces

flushed, regaling each other with stories of their

various missions, and high on sustainability.

Whatever influence tools or strategies you use, I

think the results will always be enhanced by

making the journey fun in some way. So saddle

up, pack a pb&j sandwich, and dance your way to

a sustainable future! ■

Watch for this year’s BC Tour in September and October.

For more information about the Otesha Project, visit their

website at:

www.otesha.ca

You can contact Brook at bctour@otesha.ca
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Spreading the Jam. Otesha Project Team Members spread the
sweet, sticky message of personal sustainability to a group of
young Canadians.


